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SEVERAL STUDIES INDICATE THAT SLEEP PROMOTES 
MEMORY CONSOLIDATION IN HUMANS1,2 AND IS AS-
SOCIATED WITH BIOCHEMICAL EVENTS THAT MAY 
promote synaptic plasticity,3 which is thought to be the cellu-
lar substrate of memory formation.4 However, it is not known 
how drugs commonly prescribed for insomnia influence these 
processes. For example, while it is known that hypnotics act-
ing at the GABAA-receptor (GABAA-R) produce anterograde 
amnesia5 and impair daytime cognitive function6 and in vitro 
synaptic plasticity,7,8 only a handful of studies have exam-
ined the impact of hypnotic sleep on sleep-dependent memory 
formation.9,10 Considering that most hypnotic agents target the 
GABAA-R, which is critical in certain forms of plasticity and 
memory formation,6,11 it is possible that different classes of 
hypnotics have different effects on plastic events that normally 
occur during sleep. This may also be true for more recently de-
veloped hypnotics such as ramelteon, which target MT1 and 
MT2 melatonin receptors, because high doses of melatonin (10 
mg/kg, i.p.) impair the induction of in vitro synaptic plasticity.12 
In addition, hypnotics may influence sleep-dependent memory 
processes by altering the normal expression of sleep related 
genes13 or the amounts of different sleep states or cortical ac-
tivity during sleep.14 Benzodiazepines (BDZ), and to a lesser 
extent, non-benzodiazepines (NBDZ), suppress REM sleep and 

NREM slow wave activity (SWA) while increasing thalamo-
cortical spindling.14 REM sleep and spindles have in turn been 
hypothesized to promote different forms of memory consolida-
tion while SWA may promote Hebbian and non-Hebbian syn-
aptic plasticity.3,15

To determine the impact of hypnotic use on memory pro-
cesses that may normally occur during sleep we examined the 
effects of 3 different classes of hypnotics on a canonical form of 
in vivo cortical plasticity. If vision is blocked in one eye (mon-
ocular deprivation, MD) during a critical period of develop-
ment, the responses of most neurons in primary visual cortex 
(V1) shift in favor of the open eye.16 We have shown that this 
type of plasticity, known as ocular dominance plasticity (ODP), 
is consolidated by sleep and inhibited by sleep deprivation or 
when activity in the visual cortex is reversibly blocked during 
sleep.17-19 In this study, we investigated the effects of the BDZ 
triazolam (Tm; Halcion), the NBDZ zolpidem (Zm; Ambien) 
and the melatonin receptor agonist ramelteon (Rm, Rozerem) 
on this process.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Design and Surgical Procedures

Animals were housed and treated in accordance with Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania IACUC regulations for animal care 
and use. We used an experimental design similar to that used 
previously to test the roles of sleep and sleeping cortical activ-
ity in ODP (Figure 1a).17,18 Briefly, surgery was performed on 
cats in the critical period of visual development between P24-
P28. They were anesthetized and prepared for chronic implant 
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surgery to obtain polysomnographic recordings as described 
previously.17 The skull was exposed, 5 EEG electrodes were 
placed bilaterally in frontal and parietal bone of the skull, and 
3 EMG electrodes (braided stainless-steel wire) were placed 
in the nuchal muscle. The electrodes were connected to an 
electrical socket that was fixed to the skull with bone screws 
and dental acrylic. All animals were treated with antibiotics 
and analgesics as described previously.17 Following at least 
4-5 days of postoperative recovery, kittens (at P28 to P41, 
depending on the age of surgery and the time course of ex-
periment schedule) were brought to the laboratory and placed 
in an illuminated sleep-recording chamber with a revolving 
base for sleep/wake recording. After 6 h of baseline record-
ing beginning at approximately 11:00, cats were anesthetized 
with isoflurane and had their right eyelids treated with topical 
anesthetic and sutured closed (monocular deprivation, MD) 
as previously described.17 Following recovery from this pro-
cedure the animals were kept awake (through a combination 

of gentle handling, novel object exploration, vocalization, and 
floor rotation) under normal room illumination for the next 
6 h to provide a common stimulus for remodeling in V1,17,18 
after which they were allowed to sleep ad lib for 8 h. Just pri-
or to the post-MD rest period, drugs or vehicle were injected 
intraperitoneally (i.p.) (see below and Figure 1a). Light-dark 
schedules and ambient temperature were identical to colony 
housing with the exception that post-MD periods were always 
performed in complete darkness so that visual experience was 
held constant following MD. The number, mean age of ani-
mals and drug doses for each group are summarized in Table 
1. Preliminary findings indicated that low and high doses in 
the ramelteon (Rm; 0.1 mg/kg, 1 mg/kg) and triazolam (Tm; 
0.1 mg/kg, 1 mg/kg) groups produced similar effects on sleep 
and plasticity, therefore the results of these experiments were 
pooled in the Rm and Tm groups, and the lower dosage was 
used in all subsequent studies.

Drugs

We tested widely used short-acting hypnotics which 
have their plasma concentration peaks ~2 h after systemic 
injection5,20,21 and used dose ranges comparable to those previ-
ously used in animal studies.14,22-24 Zolpidem (Zm, 10 mg/kg, 
Sigma-Aldrich; St. Louis, MO), triazolam (Tm; 1-0.1 mg/kg, 
Sigma-Aldrich; St. Louis, MO), and ramelteon (Rm; 1-0.1 mg/
kg, Takeda Pharmaceuticals North America, Inc.) were diluted 
in vehicle (VEH; DMSO) solution, and injected intraperitone-
ally in a volume of 0.25 to 0.5 cc immediately before the onset 
of the post-MD period (Figure 1a).

Sleep/Wake Analysis

Polygraphic signals were routed from the animal via an 
electrical, counterbalanced tether/commutator to an Astro-Med 
(West Warwick, RI) amplifier system, processed with a high-
pass filter of 0.3 Hz and a low-pass filter of 100 Hz, digitized 
at 200 Hz, and collected on a personal computer running com-
mercial sleep acquisition/analyses software (SleepSign, Kisei 
Comtec, Irvine, CA). Anterior parietal (AP) EEG and EMG 
signals were used to assign polygraphic data into 8-s epochs 
of NREM sleep, REM sleep, and waking using SleepSign 
software.18 The proportion of time spent in REM, NREM, and 
waking (and mean bout duration for each state) was calculated 
separately for baseline and post-injection periods. A bout was 
defined as a sustained vigilance state of at least 24 s (3 epochs), 
not interrupted by the occurrence of any other vigilance state. 
For measurements of combined (or total) sleep bout durations 
(Figure 2e, f), “total sleep” bouts were defined as sustained, 
sequences of REM, NREM, or both of at least 24 s, not inter-
rupted by waking periods ≥ 24 s.

Fast-Fourier transforms (FFT; SleepSign) were used to as-
sess AP EEG spectra between 0-40 Hz (collapsed into 0.5-Hz 
bins) in each sleep state and computed in 2-h segments for the 
post-MD sleep period. For each cat, EEG power in each fre-
quency band during post-MD sleep was expressed as a percent-
age of the baseline (6 h mean) recording for quantitative as-
sessment of EEG changes.17,18 The proportion of time spent in a 
given state, the bout duration of each state, and changes in EEG 

Figure 1—Experimental design and representative hypnograms 
showing effects of hypnotic treatment on post-MD sleep architec-
ture. (a) Experimental protocol. EEGs/EMGs are recorded during 
the entire 20 h of each experiment. All experiments begin with a 
6 h baseline period (approximate start time: 11:00), followed by 
6 h of monocular deprivation (MD) in awake animals to induce 
remodeling of the visual cortex.17 The animals are then provided 
an ad lib sleep period (8 h) in complete darkness (post-MD pe-
riod) combined with vehicle (VEH) or drug administration (ap-
proximate start time: 23:00). All drugs (Zm, 10 mg/kg; Tm, 1 mg/
kg-0.1mg/kg; Rm, 1 mg/kg-0.1 mg/kg) are injected i.p. before the 
post-MD sleep period, after which animals are prepared for mea-
surements of ocular dominance and microelectrode recordings. (b) 
Representative hypnograms after injection (and post-monocular 
deprivation, MD). Wakefulness (W), REM (R), NREM (NR) and 
“NREM-drowsiness” (ND) were scored in 8-s epochs (starting at 
approximately 23:00). Note the total suppression of REM sleep 
during the first 2 h of the post-MD period in the triazolam animal. 
A similar trend is also found in the zolpidem treated animal. There 
are no obvious sleep changes in the ramelteon animal compared 
to the vehicle animal.
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power spectra were expressed in 2-h bins across the post-MD 
rest period (Figure 2 and 3). In triazolam (and one zolpidem) 
treated cats, we occasionally observed a “drowsy” state that 
appeared intermediate between wakefulness and NREM sleep 
(medium to high motor tone combined with high amplitude 
EEGs) that we classified as “NREM-drowsiness” (ND) (Fig-
ure 1b and Supplementary Figure S1 available online at www.
journalsleep.org). This sleep stage was analyzed separately for 
EEG power spectra but included in the sleep bout calculations 
as NREM because of its behavioral and EEG similarities to 
NREM sleep (Supplementary Figure S1).

Intrinsic Signal Imaging and Ocular Dominance (OD) Analysis

Optical imaging was performed using previously described 
methods.18,25 Briefly, all animals were fully anesthetized by 
quick induction with oxygen + isoflurane (0.5%-5%) by mask. 
The animals underwent neuromuscular paralysis through in-
travenous injection of pancuronium bromide (0.04-0.01 mg/
kg/0.5h, IV). Before paralysis, a tracheal cannula was inserted 
(lidocaine gel 1%-2% was applied topically to incision mar-
gins) and connected to a respirator delivering oxygen and anes-
thesia gas. The animal was then placed in a stereotaxic frame. 
The skull and dura over right and left primary visual cortex 
were removed, and intrinsic signals were recorded using a CCD 
camera (Dalstar 1M30; Dalsa; Waterloo, ON) focused 600 µm 
below the pial surface. Contact lenses were placed in the eyes 
(for optimum focus to a monitor positioned at a distance of 40 
cm). Responses were measured for slowly rotating full-field 
grating stimuli, presented to either the re-opened right/deprived 
eye (DE) or left/non-deprived eye (NDE). Images of the corti-
cal surface were continuously acquired at a rate of 30 frames/s 
and saved after temporal (4 frames) and spatial (2 × 2 pixels) 
binning. Optical maps were constructed by determining the pre-
ferred stimulus and response magnitude at the preferred stimu-
lus for each pixel. OD at each pixel was determined by com-
parison of delay-corrected response at the preferred orientation 
for stimuli presented to the two eyes, and measured using a 

7-point scoring system (with 4 corresponding to equal response 
for both eyes, and 1 and 7 corresponding to pixels exclusively 
driven by the contralateral and ipsilateral eye, respectively18,26). 
Overall measures of OD in each hemisphere were quanti-
fied using the Contralateral Bias Index (CBI) as previously 
described.17,18 The optical CBI (or comparable scalar measures) 
is a weighted average of the OD distribution and is routinely 
used to asses OD17,18,26,27 and shown to closely correspond with 
microelectrode recordings.28 It is calculated according the fol-
lowing formula:

CBI = [(n1-n7) + ((2/3) * (n2-n6)) + ((1/3) * (n3-n5)) + nT] / 
(2 * nT), in which nT is the total number of visual responsive 
pixels and nx is the number of pixels with ocular dominance 
rating x.

CBI values of 1 indicates complete contralateral-eye domi-
nance in the hemisphere under study, 0 complete ipsilateral 
eye dominance, and 0.5 indicating equal representation of both 
eyes. For comparisons of combined hemisphere data, CBIs 
were adjusted so that scores of 0 indicate complete right (de-
prived) eye dominance, and scores of 1 indicate complete left 
(non-deprived) eye dominance. Cortical regions that were ob-
scured by vasculature or other artifacts were excluded from OD 
analysis.

Single-Unit Electrophysiology

Immediately after completion of the optical imaging ses-
sion (which lasted typically between 3 to 4 h), the anesthesia 
was switched to nembutal (boluses of 2-4 mg/kg IV) and sin-
gle unit visual response properties were assessed in a subset 
of hemispheres from each group using previously described 
methods.18 Briefly, single neuronal responses to grating stimuli 
presented in either eye were recorded using a 1 × 1 mm array 
of 16 electrodes (Frederick Haer; Bowdoinham, ME). For each 
set of neurons recorded, 8 full-field, slowly-drifting, reversing 
gratings (0.2 cycles/degree, 5-s presentation) were presented 
randomly to each eye 4 times (4 × 8 different orientations at 
22.5° intervals + blank screen per eye). Single-unit data were 

Table 1—Summary Showing the Total Number of Animals (N), Numbers of Hemispheres for Optical Imaging (OI) and the Numbers of 
Hemispheres and Neurons Used for Single Unit Electrophysiology (Units) in Each Group

   OI Units Neuronal Properties
 N Mean age RH LH RH (cells) LH (cells)
VEH 5 34.6 5 5 4 (120) 4 (120)
Zolpidem (10 mg/kg) 6 32.3 5 5 5 (150) 5 (150)
Triazolam (0.1 mg/kg) 4 35.5 4 4 3 (90) 3 (90)
Triazolam (1 mg/kg) 1 28 1 1 1 (30) 1 (30)
Total Triazolam 5 34 5 5 4 (120) 4 (120)
Ramelteon (0.1 mg/kg) 4 36 3 4 4 (60) 3 (90)
Ramelteon (1 mg/kg) 1 31 1 1 1 (30) 1 (30)
Total Ramelteon 5 35 4 5 5 (90) 4 (120)

For OI, the number of imaged hemispheres is shown. In the ramelteon group, one hemisphere was not imaged due to vascular artifacts and 
tissue damage. In the zolpidem group, one animal was included in the sleep analyses, but excluded from plasticity assays because of clouding 
of the vitreous in one eye. For electrophysiology, the subset of analyzed hemispheres and the corresponding units in brackets are shown. 30 
single neurons (sampled using a systematic randomization procedure) per hemisphere were used for neuronal properties analysis (see Ma-
terials and Methods). There was no difference in age between any of the groups (1-way ANOVA, ns). All animals shown were used in sleep 
analyses.
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A systematic, random sampling procedure was employed to 
ensure an equal contribution of neurons from each hemisphere. 
We selected every kth element from our sampling frame (one 
hemisphere), where k, the sampling interval, is calculated as:

k = population size (N) / sample size (n)
This makes systematic sampling functionally similar to sim-

ple random sampling but allows for even sampling across our 
population of recordings. Using this approach 30 representative 
units were selected from each recorded hemisphere. Once this 
sampling was completed, we then calculated the following vi-
sual response properties for all neurons in all hemispheres:

Evoked Response Index (ERI): ERI is calculated by the equa-
tion: ERI= 1-(Rspon /Rpf), where Rspon = the mean number of spikes 
during blank screen presentations and R pf= the mean number 
of spikes at the preferred orientation (maximal response). The 
ERI ranges from 1 (a very responsive neuron, i.e., no blank 
screen responses) to 0 (a nonresponsive neuron, i.e., neuron 
fires equally or more to blank screen as to visual stimuli).19

Orientation Selectivity Index (OSI): The selectivity for a 
given orientated stimulus was assessed for both eyes using a 
previously used metric (OSI).29 Mean firing rates were com-
puted at each neuron’s preferred stimulus orientation and the 
orthogonal (90° from preferred; OSI90) or the 45º (45º from 
preferred; OSI45º) orientation. Ratios of unit firing rates were 
calculated (response at 90º/preferred, or 45º/preferred) and sub-
tracted from 1. Indices of 1 indicate a high degree of selectivity, 
and indices of 0 indicate lack of selectivity.29

Maximum firing rate (Max) at the preferred stimulus orienta-
tion for both eyes was assessed for each neuron. We also calcu-
lated a Normalized Maximum firing rate which is the Max nor-
malized to the mean firing rate for all neurons recorded within 
that hemisphere. This normalization corrects for background 
differences in spike rates between recordings due to inter-an-
imal variability and normal periodic fluctuations in anesthetic 
depth.

At the end of neurophysiological studies (optical imaging 
followed by single-unit recordings), the animals were eutha-
nized by intravenous injection of 150 mg/kg pentobarbital. Eu-
thanasia procedures were consistent with recommendations of 
the Panel on Euthanasia of the American Veterinary Medical 
Association.

Statistics

All values are expressed as means ± SEM or median and 
quartile values as indicated. Statistical analyses were performed 
using SigmaStat software (Systat Software Inc.; San Jose, CA). 
Each data set was tested for normality using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov and equal variance tests. Mean percentage and mean 
bout duration of sleep/wake data were analyzed using 2-way 
repeated measures ANOVA to test for effects of drugs over 
time. Post hoc comparisons were made using the Holm-Sidak 
test. EEG power spectra were compared separately in each 2-h 
bin in the post-MD period using 2-way ANOVAs (group and 
frequency as main factors) followed by Holm-Sidak post hoc 
tests. Unit neuronal properties data were subject to nonpara-
metric Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA on Ranks followed by 
post-hoc Dunn test for multiple comparisons.

discriminated offline (Offline Sorter; Plexon, Inc.; Dallas, TX) 
and mean response properties for all stimuli were calculated for 
each sorted neuron by a custom computer program. Because 
the number of sampled hemispheres was too small for CBI as-
sessments, we restricted our analyses to the following measure-
ments.

Figure 2—Effects of Zm, Tm, and Rm on vigilance states dur-
ing post-MD sleep. Changes in NREM (a), (b), REM (c, d), total 
sleep (NREM+REM) (e) and wake (g, h) amounts and duration 
for each group are shown in 2-h bins. The left column shows mean 
(± SEM) state amounts as a % of total recording time and the 
right column shows corresponding mean (± SEM) bout duration 
in minutes during the post-MD period. Mean (± SEM) baseline 
(Bsl) values for each group are shown in the inset (see Materi-
al and Methods). There were no statistical differences between 
groups for all baseline values (1-way ANOVA, ns). Changes in 
sleep/wake parameters in the post-MD period were assessed with 
a repeated-measures 2-way ANOVA followed by Holm-Sidak 
post hoc tests (see text for details). Statistical differences were 
assessed for each 2-h bin, and levels of significance are reported 
for each group individually on the graphic. Different from base-
line: *P ≤ 0.05, **P < 0.001, ***P ≤ 0.0001. Different from VEH: 
aP ≤ 0.05, bP < 0.001, cP ≤ 0.0001. The number of animals in each 
group is shown in the inset legend (see also Table 1)
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the Tm group, and in both the Tm and Rm group, total sleep 
time fell below baseline values by the end of the post-MD pe-
riod. In contrast, total sleep consolidation was only enhanced 
in the drug treated cats (time, F4,67 = 16.4, P < 0.001, Figure 
2f) and was more uniform across the groups as total sleep bout 
duration was elevated in the Tm, Zm, and Rm cats only in the 
first 2 h of the post-MD period. These changes in sleep were 
accompanied by overall decreases in wake amounts as % TRT 
relative to baseline (time, F4,67 = 19.5, P < 0.001) and to a 
more variable degree, wake bout duration (time, F4,67 = 19.5, 
P < 0.001).

RESULTS

Effect of Hypnotics on Sleep Architecture

Polysomnography showed that the 3 hypnotics had pro-
foundly different effects on sleep architecture. Two-way re-
peated measures ANOVAs with group (factor A), time (factor 
B), and group × time (interaction) were used to test the effects 
relative to baseline and between groups. When ANOVAs indi-
cated statistical significance, Holm-Sidak post hoc tests were 
performed to determine which groups differed from control val-
ues (matched baseline or VEH, Figure 2).

Figure 2 shows the effects of each drug on sleep architec-
ture in the 8 h post-MD period, in terms of amounts (as % of 
total recording time: TRT, left column) and duration in min-
utes (right column). We found a main effect of time and an 
interaction (X) between time and group for NREM amounts 
(time, F4,67 = 24.8; X, F12,67 = 4, P < 0.001). There were also 
main effects and an interaction between time and group for 
bout duration (group, F 3,67 = 8.8; time, F4,67 = 16.9; X, F12,67 
= 7.9, P < 0.001 for all). Post hoc tests showed that both Tm 
and Zm significantly increased NREM sleep time by approxi-
mately 49% and 27%, respectively within the first 2 h post-
injection when compared with VEH and respective baseline 
values (Figure 2a). This was accompanied by an increase in 
NREM bout duration in the Tm and Zm groups in the first 2 
h of approximately 76 min and 20 min, respectively (Figure 
2b). These effects were most pronounced in the Tm animals as 
they persisted for almost the entire post-MD period, whereas 
the effects of Zm dissipated after approximately 2 h (Figure 
2a, b). In a subset of animals (Tm, n = 3; Zm, n = 1), we also 
occasionally observed a state that appeared intermediate be-
tween waking and NREM sleep which we scored as “NREM-
drowsy” (ND) (Figure 1b and Supplementary Figure 1). The 
amount of ND in the Tm and Zm groups was very low across 
the 8 h of post-MD sleep (3% ± 1.4% and 0.16% of total re-
cording time, respectively).

We found significant main effects of group, time and an in-
teraction between these factors for REM amounts (group, F 3,67 
= 10.3; time, F4,67 = 13.8; X, F12,67 = 5.5, P < 0.001 for all) and 
bout duration (group, F 3,67 = 5.1, P < 0.05; time, F4,67 = 5.5, P 
< 0.001; X, F12,67 = 2.9, P < 0.005). This reflected the fact that 
Zm and Tm both reduced REM amounts and bout duration to 
varying degrees. For example, as shown in a representative cat 
(Figure 1b), REM sleep was completely suppressed in the first 2 
h following Tm injection (see also Figure 3b). Relative to base-
line, Tm reduced both REM sleep time (~20%) and bout dura-
tion (~4 min) over the entire 8-h post-MD sleep period (Figure 
2c, d). Zm also reduced REM sleep time relative to baseline 
and VEH-injected cats (Figure 2c), but this effect was no longer 
present after the second hour post-injection. We also observed a 
slight rebound in REM sleep amounts in the latter portion of the 
post-MD sleep period in the Zm group (Figure 2c).

There were also significant changes in total sleep amounts 
as % TRT across groups that varied with time (group, F3,67 = 
3.4, P < 0.05; time, F4,67 = 46.4, P < 0.001; X, F12,67 = 3.5, P < 
0.001). Total sleep time was elevated in all cats after MD rela-
tive to baseline for most of the post-MD period (Figure 2e). 
However, this increase was no longer significant after 2 h in 

Figure 3—Drug effects on EEG power spectra in the post-MD 
period. Mean ± SEM EEG power densities for NREM and REM 
sleep represented in 2-h bins and expressed as a % of correspond-
ing baseline values (see Material and Methods). Both Zm and Tm 
decreased spectral energy in the delta frequency range and in-
creased energies in sigma, beta, and gamma frequencies in NREM 
sleep during the first 2 h of sleep post-MD (a) This effect was 
more persistent in Tm treated animals (c, e, g). Tm also signifi-
cantly altered REM EEG power spectra across the 8 h post-MD 
period (b, d, f, h). Significant changes in EEG power compared 
to VEH are represented by color coded bars on the bottom of the 
graphs (Holm-Sidak test vs. VEH, P < 0.05, and see text for de-
tailed statistics). The number of animals in each group is shown in 
the inset legend (see also Table 1).
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results were consistent with a previous study that also found 
that ODP is more pronounced in the ipsilateral hemisphere.18 

The effect of Zm on ODP was further quantified by expressing 
the % change in CBI relative to cats with normal vision (CBI: 
0.53).27 As shown in Figure 4d, the normal shift in ocular domi-
nance observed after sleep (in VEH-treated cats) was reduced 
by ~50% in cats treated with Zm (ANOVA, F3,31 = 13.72, P < 
0.001; shift in VEH cats, 32.88% ± 4.06%, in Tm cats 33.18% 
± 4.72%, in Zm cats 16.82% ± 2.4%, Zm < Rm < VEH < Tm, P 
< 0.005, Holm-Sidak).

Effects of Hypnotics on Visual Response Properties

Microelectrode single-unit recordings in a subset of hemi-
spheres from each group were used to verify that none of the 
hypnotics under investigation grossly impaired visual response 
properties at the time of OD assays (Table 2). For example, we 
found a slight decrease in raw deprived-eye (DE) firing rates 
(Max.) in the Zm group compared to VEH (Kruskal-Wallis 
1-way ANOVA, H = 12.1, P < 0.05, Dunn test), but this was 
no longer significant when data were corrected for background 
variability (Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA, H = 0.428, P = 
0.934). We also found that the DE responses in the Zm group 
were significantly more selective for orientation based on the 
OSI45 index compared to VEH (Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANO-
VA, H = 11.14, P < 0.05, Dunn test), consistent with diminished 
plasticity following MD. There was also a significant decrease 
in DE ERI in the Tm group, consistent with heightened plastic-
ity (i.e., a loss of response to DE). There were no other major 
differences between groups for visual responsiveness (ERI, a 
measure of signal-to-noise), orientation selectivity (OSI90), or 
firing rates at the preferred orientation (Table 2).

DIScUSSION

Using a combination of polysomnography, optical imag-
ing of intrinsic cortical signals and microelectrode recording 
in vivo, we investigated the impact of commonly prescribed 
hypnotics on a classic form of cortical plasticity. We found that 
different classes of hypnotics have profoundly different effects 
on sleep architecture and EEG activity, but only a hypnotic that 
preferentially targets the α1-GABA-R subunit interferes with 
sleep-dependent brain plasticity. These findings have important 
implications because they demonstrate that major alterations 
in sleep architecture do not necessarily impair important brain 
functions mediated by sleep. Conversely, agents that produce 
more ‘physiological’ sleep based on polysomnography may 
grossly impair these very same functions and these effects may 
be particularly acute in pediatric populations. This is an espe-
cially important area of future investigation because hypnotic 
use in children is increasingly common despite a paucity of ba-
sic research on this topic.34,35

Hypnotics and Plasticity in the Developing and Adult Brain

Our principal findings can not be ascribed to nonspecific 
effects of Zm on visual processing at the time of OD assays. 
First, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, the behavioral and electro-
physiological effects of Zm dissipate after 2 h and therefore 

Effects of Hypnotics on Sleep EEGs

Both Tm and Zm produced abnormal NREM (Figure 3, left 
column) and REM (Figure 3, right column) EEGs during the 
post-MD sleep period. The ANOVA showed a main effect of 
group and an interaction between group and EEG frequency 
band (see below). As described in previous studies,30,31 Tm 
(and, to a lesser extent, Zm) decreased NREM SWA (0.5-4 Hz) 
and increased sigma and beta-gamma activity (10-15 Hz and 
20-40 Hz, respectively). These effects were more pronounced 
in the Tm treated cats as they persisted for the entire post-MD 
period (0-2h; group, F3,884= 370.4, X, F153,884= 2.6; 2-4h; F3,884= 
897.7, X, F153,884= 8; 4-6h; group, F3,884= 1065.7, X, F153,884= 8.3; 
6-8h; group, F3,884= 527.9, X, F153,884= 4.3; P < 0.001 for all). In 
Zm cats, these effects were restricted to the first 2 h (Figure 3a). 
Tm and Zm also increased sigma and SWA in REM sleep and 
again these effects were more persistent in Tm treated cats (Tm: 
2-4h; group F3,884= 591, X, F153,884= 4.1; 4-6h; group, F3,884= 
298, X, F153,884= 2.3; 6-8h; group, F3,884= 402.3, X, F153,884= 3.8, 
P < 0.001 for all; Zm: 0-2h; group, F2,624= 79.8, p < 0.001, X, 
F102,624= 1.3, P < 0.05). In contrast, Rm did not produce any 
significant alterations in NREM or REM sleep EEGs in agree-
ment with findings from other investigators.32 We also analyzed 
potential changes in SWA as a consequence of sleep deprivation 
(6h of MD). NREM SWA in the post-MD period was first ex-
pressed as a % of respective baseline values and a 1-way repeat-
ed measures ANOVA was performed on the data in 2-h bins. We 
did not find any significant differences in SWA amounts in the 
VEH, Zm or Rm groups across the post-MD period (Supple-
mentary Figure S2). We did find a significant decrease in SWA 
in the Tm treated animals (Supplementary Figure S2), but this 
likely reflects nonspecific effects of Tm on EEG expression 
rather than homeostatic mechanisms. For example, as shown in 
Figure 3, Tm produced a profound overall suppression of SWA 
in the post-MD period.

Effect of Hypnotics on Sleep-Dependent cortical Plasticity

We found that only Zm significantly inhibited cortical plas-
ticity based on optical imaging of intrinsic cortical signals. 
Using a 2-factor ANOVA, we found a significant effect of 
group (F3,31 = 5.27, P = 0.005) and hemisphere (F1,31 = 13.22, 
P < 0.001) on optical CBI values. Post hoc Holm-Sidak tests 
in combined hemisphere data sets showed that CBI (± SEM) 
values in the Zm group (0.609 ± 0.011) were significantly lower 
than VEH (0.684 ± 0.022, P < 0.0025), Tm (0.686 ± 0.022, P 
< 0.0021), or Rm (0.68 ± 0.017, P < 0.0052, Figure 4b). Simi-
lar results were obtained from the hemisphere ipsilateral (right 
hemisphere, RH) to the deprived eye (Zm [0.627 ± 0.0142] 
vs. VEH [0.721 ± 0.0237], P < 0.007; Zm [0.627 ± 0.011] vs. 
Tm [0.741 ± 0.0193], P < 0.001, Holm-Sidak; Figure 4c). The 
impairment of ODP in the ipsilateral hemisphere for the Zm 
group was also evident when pixel responses to stimulation 
of either eye were ranked on a scale from 1 to 7 and repre-
sented as a standard OD histogram as previously described18,33 
(and see Material and Methods). As shown in Figure 4e, the 
shift in response toward the non-deprived eye in the VEH, Tm, 
and Rm groups is more pronounced in the right (ispislateral, 
IPSI) hemisphere compared to the Zm treated cats. These latter 
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Figure 4—Zolpidem impairs sleep-dependent ocular dominance plasticity. (a) Representative optical maps from each of the treatment groups. 
Maps are from hemispheres ipsilateral to the right (deprived) eye (DE). The first column shows maps of surface vasculature above primary 
visual cortex (V1). The highlighted area in all maps corresponds to the cortical region that was optimally focused and free of vascular arti-
facts. The second and third columns show angle maps generated by stimulating the left (non-deprived) eye (NDE) and the right eye (DE), 
respectively. The fourth and fifth columns are corresponding polar maps. For both angle and polar maps, the color of each pixel represents 
the orientation of the stimulus that most strongly activated the corresponding neurons (key to color assignment is given at the bottom of the 
third column). For polar maps, pixel brightness represents the magnitude of the response driven by either eye. The last column represents 
ocular dominance ratio (OD) maps where pixels driven by the DE are color-coded as magenta and pixels driven by the NDE blue. Contour 
lines demarcate regions preferentially activated by the DE, and values to the right are corresponding optical Contralateral Bias Index (CBI) 
values (for details, see Materials and Methods). Note that DE optical polar maps are darker than NDE maps (indicative of a ‘shift’ in ocular 
dominance) in all cases except Zm. In addition, the shrinkage of DE territories observed in the OD ratio maps is less pronounced in the Zm 
cat. (b-c) Comparison of optical CBIs for combined hemispheres (b) and in hemispheres ipsilateral (right, RH) and contralateral (left, LH) to 
the DE (c). The shift in CBI values towards the NDE is decreased only in the Zm group (*P ≤ 0.01, **P ≤ 0.005, see text for details). The grey 
horizontal bar represents the range of values for normal sighted animals (~0.51-0.55). (d) Percentage of shift in OD normalized to values from 
cats with normal binocular vision (mean CBI for normal sighted animals = 0.53). There is approximately a ~50% decrease in the amount of 
plasticity in the Zm group. The number of hemispheres is shown in the inset legend. (e) Ocular dominance pixel histograms in hemispheres 
ispilateral (IPSI) and contralateral (CONTRA) to the deprived eye for each group. Histograms for each hemisphere are ranked such that “1” 
represents pixels exclusively responsive to the ipsilateral eye, “7” represents pixels exclusively responsive to the contralateral eye, and “4” 
represents pixels that are driven equally by the two eyes. Note the decreased number of cells ranked as “1” and “2” and the relative increase 
in binocular cells (“4”) in the IPSI hemispheres in the Zm treated animals (red arrows). White scale bar = 1 mm.
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polar maps in the Zm cat did not show major impairments in 
orientation selectivity or overall response strength compared to 
the other groups (Figure 4a). Therefore, although the precise 
neural site of action (e.g., thalamic vs. cortical) cannot be deter-
mined using systemic drug administration, our findings are best 
explained by an alteration of GABAergic neurotransmission 
via the α1-GABAA-R during post-MD sleep.

This idea is consistent with the role of the α1-GABAA-R 
in both memory and cortical plasticity. Among the different 
GABAA-R subtypes, both α1-GABAA-R and α5-GABAA-R 
have been shown to modulate memory,39 but the α5-GABAA-R 
is unlikely to play a role in visual cortical plasticity because it 
is mainly located within the hippocampus and is bound by Zm 
with very low affinity.39 On the other hand, the α1-containing 
GABAA-R is the major subtype in the cerebral cortex and several 
studies have demonstrated a selective increase in its expression40 
and function41 during postnatal development suggesting that it 
influences brain development. For example, BDZs normally in-
hibit gene expression important for synaptic plasticity by binding 
to the α1-GABAA-R42 and this particular subunit is also critically 
involved in the timing of the critical period in visual cortex.11 In 
addition, mice that lack functional α1-subunit ([α1(H101R)]) do 
not display BDZ-induced memory impairment.43

Since both Tm and Zm bind to the α1-subunit in vitro44, one 
might have predicted similar effects of both compounds on 
sleep-dependent cortical plasticity. One likely explanation for 
the specific effect of Zm on ODP is that at the physiological 
doses used in this study, only Zm activates the α1-GABAA-R 
enough to impair plasticity. BDZs, like Tm, are nonselective 
for subunit composition and bind with equal affinity for various 
GABAA-R subtypes to the so called benzodiazepine site (α/γ2 
interface),5 explaining most of the anxiolytic effects and EEG 
changes45 seen after BDZ administration.46 In contrast, Zm 
binds preferentially to α1-containing GABAA-R with an affinity 
almost 30 times higher than for other α-GABAA-R subunits.47,48 
For these reasons, within physiological ranges, Zm is more 
likely to activate the α1 subunit of the GABAA-R compared to 
Tm. Therefore while we can not exclude other potential mecha-
nisms, our data are best explained by the selective binding of 
Zm to the α1 subunit.

Although we focused on a specific form of developmental 
brain plasticity, our findings may be applicable to adults as 
well. A number of the cellular mechanisms governing ODP are 
known to influence adult forms of cortical and hippocampal 
based memory and plasticity, and ODP itself has recently been 
shown to persist beyond the classically defined critical period.49 
For example, monocular deprivation in adult monkeys decreas-
es GABAA-R expression in deprived cortical territories50 and 
adult recovery from amblyopia is accompanied by a specific 
reduction in GABAergic neurotransmission.51

It is not yet clear if GABAergic neurotransmission during 
sleep is also critical for adult memory and brain plasticity. In 
agreement with the findings of the present study, the benzodi-
azepines brotizolam and Tm do not impair declarative memory 
formation observed after sleep in adult humans.9,10 On the other 
hand, the NBDZ zopiclone (but not Zm) impaired memory for-
mation for this particular task (word list memorization). These 
studies must be cautiously interpreted because not all forms 
of memory were assessed, but they suggest that GABAergic 

are unlikely to be at effective brain concentrations when opti-
cal imaging and microelectrode measurements are performed. 
This is further supported by measurements of Zm metabolism, 
which show that Zm reaches peak plasma concentrations within 
1-2 h21 with a half-life of 1.5-2.4 h.36 Second, in agreement with 
intracortical infusion studies performed in mice37,38 drugs acting 
at the GABAA-R do not produce gross alterations in visual re-
sponse properties based on microelectrode recordings of single 
neurons (Table 2). This is also demonstrated by optical imaging 
as shown in Figure 4. Representative optical angle maps and 

Table 2—Neuronal Response Properties for the Main Groups

   VEH (240) Rm (210) Zm (300) Tm (210)
ERI
 DE
  H = 21.92 0.975 0.88 0.93 0.77
  P < 0.001 (0. 68/1) (0.57/1) (0.50/1) (0.43/1)
 NDE
  H = 6.51 1 0.96 0.98 0.97
  P = 0.095 (0.85/1) (0.67/1) (0.76/1) (0.78/1)
OSI90
 DE
  H = 4.04 0.76 0.77 0.8 0.88
  P = 0.258 (0.5/1) (0.54/1) (0.56/1) (0.60/1)
 NDE
  H = 0.95 0.79 0.82 0.78 0.84
  P = 0.815 (0.5/1) (0.56/0.96) (0.56/1) (0.6/0.97)
OSI45
 DE
  H = 11.14 0.67 0.67 0.75 0.66
  P = 0.011 (0.5/0.87) (0.5/0.83) (0.0.56/0.88) (0.5/0.83)
 NDE
  H = 2.92 0.68 0.67 0.70 0.70
  P = 0.404 (0.5/0.83) (0.5/0.83) (0.5/0.86) (0.53/0.83)
Norm. Max
 DE
  H = 0.43 0.94 0.87 0.86 0.97
  P = 0.934 (0.46/2.15) (0.46/1.99) (0.44/2.21) (0.42/2.18)
 NDE
  H = 6.31 1.53 1.52 1.63 1.8
  P = 0.098 (0.69/3.1) (0.78/2.7) (0.7/3.59) (0.96/3.99)
Max.
 DE
  H = 12.1 2 1.75 1.25 1.5
  P = 0.007 (0.75/3.75) (0.75/3.5) (0.5/3.25) (0.75/3.75)
 NDE
  H = 10.78 3 3 2.25 2.875
  P = 0.013 (1.25/6.5) (1.5/6) (1/4.75) (1.5/6.75)

The number of units used for the analysis of neuronal properties 
is shown in parentheses. Median values and the 25th/75th per-
centiles (in parentheses) for the Evoked Response Index (ERI), 
Orientation Selectivity Indices (OSI90 and OSI45), normalized 
maximal response (Norm. Max), and maximal response (Max) for 
the right (deprived, DE) and left (non-deprived, NDE) eyes are 
shown. Multiple comparisons (Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA) 
were performed to determine overall significance between groups. 
H and probability values are shown for corresponding Kruskal-
Wallis for multiple comparisons (between-group differences for a 
given eye). Statistically significant differences compared to VEH 
for the same eye are shown in bold (P < 0.05, Dunn test).
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critical period provides an experimental approach to addressing 
this question.49 Lastly, what are the acute and long-term conse-
quences of hypnotic use in children? Our findings suggest that 
critical developmental events may be altered by certain classes 
of hypnotics. Therefore, more research is needed into the ef-
fects of these substances on the developing brain.

ABBREVIATIONS

AP = anterior parietal
BDZ = benzodiazepine
Bsl = baseline
CBI = Contralateral Bias Index
DE = deprived eye
ERI = Evoked Response Index
FFT = Fast-Fourier transforms
GABAA-R = GABAA-Receptor
LH = left hemisphere
MD = monocular deprivation
MT1 = melatonin receptor subtype1
MT2 = melatonin receptor subtype2
NBDZ = non-benzodiazepine
ND = NREM-drowsiness
NDE = non-deprived eye
NREM = non-rapid eye movement
OD = ocular dominance
ODP = ocular dominance plasticity
OSI45 = Orientation Selectivity Index (firing rates at 45º/firing 
rate at preferred orientation)
OSI90 = Orientation Selectivity Index (firing rates at 90º/firing 
rate at preferred orientation)
Rm = Ramelteon
REM = rapid eye movement
RH = right hemisphere
SEM = Standard error of the mean
SWA = slow wave activity
Tm = Triazolam
V1 = primary visual cortex
VEH = vehicle
Zm = Zolpidem
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neurotransmission during sleep may indeed influence memory 
consolidation in adults.

Hypnotic Effects on Sleep Expression in the Developing cat

To our knowledge, this is the first study to measure the ef-
fects of three different classes of hypnotics on sleep architecture 
and EEG activity in developing animals. In general, Rm, Tm, 
and Zm produced changes in sleep architecture and sleep EEGs 
comparable to what has been reported in adults. As is true for 
adult monkeys,52 Rm increased sleep consolidation (Figure 2f) 
but had no significant effects on either REM or NREM sleep 
EEGs (Figure 3). In contrast, Tm and to a lesser extent, Zm re-
duced REM sleep, increased NREM sleep and increased ener-
gies in sigma, beta and gamma frequencies of the EEGs; effects 
which are also reported in adults.14 The similar effects of these 
agents in kittens and adult animals suggest that the underlying 
sleep mechanisms have reached adult-levels of maturation by 
the 4th postnatal week. Melatonin receptors develop prenatally 
in mammals and appear to be fully functional at birth53,54 and 
GABAA-receptors and their associated BDZ sites are present in 
the fetal brain and attain adult-like properties by at least the sec-
ond postnatal week in the rat.55-57 Studies in kittens also indicate 
that several markers of GABAergic neurotransmission are at or 
near adult values by the 4th-5th postnatal week.58,59 There are, 
however, important design differences between the present study 
and previous studies in adult animals which should also be con-
sidered. For example, kittens are essentially aperiodic with re-
spect to sleep/wake organization,60 thus time-of-day differences 
in hypnotic effect reported in adults are unlikely to be present 
in kittens. In addition, we administered hypnotics after a period 
of enforced waking, thus a preexisting sleep pressure may have 
masked certain hypnotic effects while exacerbating others. This 
may explain some persistent effects of Tm on sleep expression 
and sleep EEGs (Figures 2 and 3, Supplementary Figure S2), and 
the appearance of a state intermediate between NREM and wake 
(“NREM-drowsy,” see Supplementary Figure 1) in some ani-
mals. Nevertheless, while these caveats should be kept in mind, 
our results suggest that Tm, Zm, and Rm act on neonatal sleep 
mechanisms in a manner comparable to the adult brain.

cONcLUSIONS

Hypnotics that target the GABAA-receptor are known to 
inhibit memory formation and cognitive functioning in alert 
subjects, but their effects on mnemonic processes that occur 
during sleep are poorly understood.5,6 We now show that certain 
hypnotics may indeed impair these processes and do so with-
out grossly altering sleep expression. Therefore functional as-
says of sleep, in addition to polysomnographic screening, must 
be considered when evaluating hypnotic medications. Future 
studies are needed to address several questions raised by this 
investigation. First, how does GABAergic neurotransmission 
during sleep influence brain plasticity? The α1- GABAA-R is 
located both intracortically and in the thalamus and changes in 
inhibition in either brain region during sleep may influence cor-
tical remodeling. Second, does GABAergic neurotransmission 
in sleep play similar roles in adult forms of brain plasticity? 
The recent demonstration that ODP extends beyond the classic 
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